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The invention of the Machine gun created trench warfare, which allowed soldiers to avoid machine gun fire. The tank
was invented to make trench warfare useless, and artillery was made to destroy tanks. The most influential weapon in
WWI was the machine gun.

The medical corps created a special evacuation system to minimize this type of contamination once large
quantities of mustard gas were used in combat. This happened at the price of enormous losses, especially
because of anti-aircraft defense, protective netting, projectors, barrage balloons, incendiary ammunition, and
defensive fighter-plane action. In the German army, by contrast, the sharp-edge trench spade was officially
designated the hand-to-hand combat weapon of choice after  In April , operating on overly churned-up terrain,
they suffered a loss rate of 60 percent they burned out, were destroyed by enemy artillery, or broke down.
Traction had to become increasingly mechanized. On 15 September , on the Somme, 60 Mark I tanks were
deployed, with enormous losses and no result whatever. The demands of close combat also made for the
development of hand-to-hand-combat weapons â€” though it is hard to know on what scale and in what
manner they were used. Aside from tactical and strategic consequences, chemical weapons heralded larger
cultural changes for combatant and observer alike. Manning, the director of the Bureau of Mines, offered the
technical services of his agency to the Military Committee of the National Research Council. Once the war
became trench-bound, high explosive shells superseded shrapnel as the preferred munition. During World War
One a variety of weapons were used. Although the Germans fared no better than the French with tear gas as a
debilitating agent, German chemists, now with a formal program led by Fritz Haber, continued to work on the
chemical weapons problem. Zeppelins were used in bombing raids, and u-boats broke up british supply lines.
Their conical and pivoting bullets inflicted wounds of a hitherto unseen severity, because the blast destroyed
bone and muscle well beyond the entry-wound. All sides strove to increase the number of heavy guns
available to them, and risked the dislocation of their entire economies to produce millions upon millions of
shells for them to fire. They owed this dominance to several major inventions of the last third of the 19th
century: rifled steel tubes, increased calibres, hydraulic brakes, and, thanks to new types of gunpowder, the
development of much more powerful ammunition. The inventions of the repeating machine gun, the
development of poison gas, and the introduction of the first tanks caused armies to fight using the bunkering
method. Mustard gas was the most deadly weapon used. Mortars, which offered frontline troops a portable
means of lobbing high explosive bombs into enemy trenches, began to proliferate. The main item was the rifle.
For instance, the invention of gunpowder eventually led to the creation of many new weapons which called for
changes in the way battles were fought. For all that, 70 percent to 80 percent of all of the wounds inflicted
during the Great War were due to shells. War was no longer where the opposite forces fought in a coordinated
battle. Then why were poison gases remembered with such particular horror? In reality, rifles were unwieldy
weapons because of their size and all the more so with bayonets affixed; they were encumbrances both in
attack and in defense and especially in close combat. Moreover, there was the particular awfulness of dying by
gas. The familiarity of the bureau with research involving noxious gases, breathing apparatus, explosives, and
gas detection technologies seemed well suited for the task. Those trophies displayed in jubilant cities in
demonstrate that the tools of death of the Great War cannot be seen solely as factory products approvisioning
industrial war. In , the Germans fielded a lighter model, the Bergmann. Subsequently, from , aviation changed
in a major way: airplanes gained in speed, in agility, in the ability to ascend fast, in ease of flight â€” and they
became more robust.


